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**Jabse tumhe mane dekha sam**
Jabse tumhe mane dekha sam
Mere aakhon me tum
Mere nindo me tum
Mere khwabon me tum
Ho...

**Jabse tumhe mane socha sam**
Jabse tumhe mane socha sam
Mere aakhon me tum
Mere nindo me tum
Mere khwabon me tum
Ho...

**Jabse tumhe mane jana sam**
Jabse tumhe mane jana sam
Mere dharkan me tum
Mere saoone me tum
Mere yaadon me tum
Oo...

**Jabse tumhe mane dekha sam**
Jabse tumhe mane dekha sam
Tum ho mohabbat mere
Tum mere diwana
Tum ho mohabbat mere
Tum mere diwana
Mere siva ab tumhe
Koi bhi dekh nahi
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